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In addition to their lower thermal conductivity, leakage during the melting phase and poor energy

conversion ability, the fragility of phase change materials is an issue that is worth addressing to widen

their application scope. Herein, we propose a low-cost and facile method to develop a flexible electro-

driven phase change composite with unidirectional shape memory effects and motion detection

properties. The phase change composite is composed of carbonized cotton cloth as a conductive

supporting structure, paraffin wax as a latent heat storage material and thermoplastic polyurethane as

a protective layer. The woven framework of carbonized cloth endowed the paraffin wax with the ability

to generate Joule heating at a lower voltage due to its high electrical conductivity (374 S m�1). The

multifunctional layer of thermoplastic polyurethane wrapped the carbon cloth/paraffin and greatly

improved the form-stability, flexibility and mechanical strength of the composite. Shape fixity and shape

recovery properties of the composite were achieved by the synergic effect of the phase transition in

paraffin and the elasticity of thermoplastic polyurethane. Moreover, the presence of conductive carbon

cloth enabled the composite to achieve good electrothermal conversion efficiency and motion sensing

properties. The fabricated flexible phase change composite may serve as a smart material for versatile

thermal management applications.
Introduction

Electro-thermal conversion materials are widely used for
advanced thermal management applications.1–4 The basic
mechanism of electrothermal conversion is the generation of
Joule heat by owing electric current through a conductive
material. As a suitable alternative to conventional metal-based
electrothermal systems, carbon materials have gained consid-
erable attention due to properties such as high conductivity and
mechanical strength.5,6 Carbon materials, such as carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, and graphite, have been inte-
grated with phase change materials (PCMs) to develop photo-
thermal,7,8 magnetothermal,9,10 and electrothermal systems11,12

for low-temperature applications. The use of PCMs in electro-
thermal systems is advantageous for the following reasons. (1)
The isothermal phase changes of different PCMs can enable the
adjustment of thermal regulation functions within the desired
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temperature range. (2) PCMs can absorb Joule heat while pre-
venting convective heat dissipation and protecting the
conductive structure from degradation. Several studies reported
the synthesis and performance of electro-driven phase change
composites supported by carbon supporting materials.13–18

Porous carbon scaffolds are promising materials because they
can encapsulate large amounts of PCMs and endow them
with conductivity.19–22 The high electrothermal conversion
efficiency achieved by CNTs/eicosane,23 graphene aerogel/
paraffin,24 and carbon foam/polyethylene glycol (PEG)25

composites at low voltage demonstrates the impressive perfor-
mance of porous carbon materials as Joule heaters. However,
despite their form-stable and conductive properties, electro-
driven phase change composites possess rigid structures. The
lack of exibility of phase change composites generally causes
brittleness due to rigidity and may lead to poor installation due
to the insufficient surface contact of the composite with the
target application device. These issues hinder the use of phase
change composites in developing exible thermal management
materials, such as thermal interface buffers, thermal blankets,
wearable heaters, and thermal therapeutic devices.

The integration of PCMs in electrospun bers and polymer
matrices are feasible strategies to overcome its brittleness and
achieve exible composites. Electrospinning is the most widely
used technique for generating exible PCMs in the form of
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the fabrication of the CC/PW/TPU composite.
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nanobrous mats, coatings, and textiles.26 However, this
strategy presents two major deciencies: (1) low encapsulation
efficiency of PCMs, which leads to low latent heat storage, and
(2) insufficient mechanical strength. In the second strategy,
which uses a polymer matrix to induce exibility, a literature
survey indicates two signicant approaches. In one approach,
a commercially available polymer, that is, olen block-copol-
ymer, is used as a polymer matrix to encapsulate paraffin.27,28

The resulting composites show thermally induced exible
behavior due to variations in the chain mobility of the polymer
matrix triggered by the phase transition of paraffin. In another
similar approach, a porous polymeric scaffold (melamine foam)
is used to load paraffin.29,30 The fabricated composites demon-
strate shape memory functions because the phase change of
paraffin enables the composite to regain its original position by
restoring the elastic properties of the melamine foam. In these
approaches, the fabricated composites exhibit thermal-
activated exibility, implying that they are solid composites
below the melting point of paraffin. Therefore, attaining exi-
bility in both the solidied and melted states of PCM remains
a focus of research because it can expand the scope of exible
PCM composites in versatile applications. However, achieving
electrothermal conversion and exible properties on a single
platform in PCMs is still a challenge.

Given the above issues, a facile and low-cost strategy that
intelligently combines the features of organic and inorganic
materials with PCMs to design exible composites was
proposed. In the present study, a woven cotton cloth was
carbonized at 900 �C, and the obtained carbon cloth (CC) con-
taining hollow bers served as a exible supporting material.†
The strong capillary forces of the interwoven carbon hollow
bers loaded the optimum amount of paraffin wax (PW) without
showing leakage during phase changes. An efficient PCM-based
Joule heating system was formed by the conductive pathways of
well-aligned and highly graphitized CC. Furthermore, the
interpenetrating layer of the thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
coating successfully encapsulated the CC/PW, simultaneously
enhancing the mechanical strength and exibility of the
composite. Moreover, the electro-driven CC/PW/TPU composite
exhibited excellent shape xity and recovery properties due to
the combined effects of the phase transition of PW and the
elasticity of TPU. The results of electrothermal energy conver-
sion and strain-sensing performance of CC/PW/TPU provide
insightful contributions to the development of smart thermo-
regulating devices.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 illustrates the facile and low-cost fabrication strategy of the
CC/PW/TPU composite. The cotton cloth was carbonized at
900 �C to obtain a porous network of interwoven carbon bers
(Fig. 2b and d). Due to the high surface area of CC, it is a suitable
porous material to absorb small molecular PCMs, such as PW.
Fig. 2b and e show the optimal amount of PW that completely
diffused into the CC structure. Rapid diffusion occurred due to
the strong capillarity of the highly aligned bundles of carbon
bers, which also restricted the PW seepage during phase
J. Mater. Chem. A
changes. The use of the optimal amount of PW also le sufficient
voids in the interwoven structure of CC for facile penetration and
encapsulation by TPU (Fig. 2c and f). The morphological aspects
of CC, CC/PW and CC/PW/TPU observed in the SEM analysis were
reected in the BET analysis of the respective samples (Fig. S1
and Table S1†). The BET results signied the high porosity of CC,
whereas the optimal quantity of inltrated PW in the porous CC
le enough voids for the TPU coating to penetrate and encap-
sulate the woven network. The thickness of CC was 0.32 mm, and
no layer was observed in CC/PW due to the complete diffusion of
PW into the brous network of CC, as indicated by SEM and BET
analysis. In CC/PW/TPU, the thickness of the composite reached
0.57 mm due to the TPU coating. The elemental carbon mapping
of the samples indicated the graphitization of CC and the pres-
ence of PW in CC and the TPU coating on the composite (Fig. 2g–
i). Thus, with a simple and scalable dip coating technique, the
interpenetrating layer of TPU endowed CC/PW with exibility
and enabled the development of a novel exible PCM composite.

Aer carbonization of cotton cloth, the obtained CC sample
experienced surface area shrinkage of 49.12% and weight loss of
85.24% (Fig. 3a). To validate the carbonization of the cotton
cloth, the degree of graphitization was assessed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra of pristine
cotton and the carbonized cloth (Fig. 3b). The cotton cloth
showed an elemental composition of 41.6% O and 58.4% C,
which was supported by the energy-dispersive X-ray spectros-
copy elemental mapping (Fig. S2†). In comparison, the XPS
survey of CC showed high C content (93.82%) and low O content
(6.24%). The degree of graphitization of the carbonized cloth
was measured by Raman analysis. Fig. 3c shows two charac-
teristic peaks at 1345 and 1598 cm�1, which were ascribed to the
D (disordered carbon structure) and G (graphitic carbon struc-
ture) bands, respectively. The high intensity of the G band
compared with that of the D band signies the presence of
graphitic domains in the carbonized cloth.31 The graphitic
nature of CC was further conrmed by the X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern of CC (Fig. 3d), which showed two broad and low-
intensity peaks at 2q positions of 21.9� and 44�; these can be
indexed to the (002) and (100) spacings of the graphitized
carbon structure, respectively. However, the present 2q position
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) CC, (b) CC/PW and (c) CC/PW/TPU with
corresponding images of (d–f) a cross-section view and (g–i)
elemental mapping showing the C content in CC, CC/PW and CC/PW/
TPU.

Fig. 4 (a) FTIR curves of PW, TPU and CC/PW/TPU. (b) XRD patterns of
the PW, TPU, and CC/PW/TPU samples. (c) TG curves of PW, CC, TPU
and the CC/PW/TPU composite. (d) DSC curves of PW, TPU and the
CC/PW/TPU composite.
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(21.9�) varied from the standard graphitic structure value
(26.6�), indicating the broadening/expansion of interlayer
spacing between the (002) planes. A similar phenomenon was
previously reported for the synthesis of graphene-like carbon
materials.32 The above results signify the high degree of
graphitization of CC and ascertain its conductive character.

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to
conrm the presence of TPU and PW in the composite. Fig. 4a
shows the spectra of PW, TPU, and CC/PW/TPU. The PW spec-
trum contained characteristic peaks of hydrocarbon absorption
bands at 2916 and 2848 cm�1, whereas peaks at 1737 and
1170 cm�1 indicate the presence of free fatty acid vibrations. In
Fig. 3 (a) Photograph of pristine cotton cloth and CC showing the
decrease in size after carbonization at 900 �C for 2 h. (b) XPS surveys of
the pristine cotton cloth and CC showing the increase of the carbon
content in the carbonized sample. (c) Raman spectrum and (d) XRD
pattern of CC, indicating its graphitic character.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the TPU spectrum, the typical peak at 3344 cm�1 denotes the
stretching vibration of N–H bonds. The peaks at 2950 and
2873 cm�1 were assigned to symmetrical and asymmetrical
stretching of –CH groups, respectively. The peaks at 1723 and
1160 cm�1 were attributed to the ester group (C]O) and
carbonyl group (C–O) stretching vibrations, respectively, sug-
gesting the polyester-based composition of TPU. The CC/PW/
TPU composite exhibited not only the characteristic peaks of
TPU but also the overlapping peaks of PW (2916 and 2848 cm�1)
without any shi, indicating the physical encapsulation of PW
in the composite. This result was conrmed by the XRD analysis
of the CC/PW/TPU composite (Fig. 4b). Sharp and intense
diffraction peaks were observed at 7.3�, 11�, 14.7� 21.7�, and 24�

in the XRD pattern of PW. The neat TPU exhibited characteristic
peaks at 21.5� and 24.6�, whereas similar peaks of the constit-
uents were recorded in the XRD pattern of the CC/PW/TPU
composite. The low intensity of these peaks can be attributed
to the low quantity of PW in the composite; also, they may be
blocked by the pattern of amorphous CC.33 The XRD analysis
supports the FTIR results and indicates the physical interac-
tions between the components of the composite.

Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was conducted to examine
the practicality of the as-prepared CC/PW/TPU composite for
thermal energy storage applications. Fig. 4c presents the TG
curves of PW, CC, TPU, and the CC/PW/TPU composite. The TG
analysis shows that CC exhibited almost no weight loss with
increasing temperature, PW was thermally degraded between
150 �C to 225 �C, and thermal degradation of TPU occurred
around 250 �C to 400 �C. The CC/PW/TPU composite exhibited
two-stage thermal degradation behavior. The primary stage
involved the degradation of PW in the temperature range of
200 �C to 250 �C. This increased thermal degradation temper-
ature signies the functionality of TPU as a protective barrier to
decelerate the escape of vaporized PW. The secondary stage is
attributed to the degradation of TPU, which is very similar to the
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 5 (a) Stress–strain curves of CC, CC/PW, and the CC/PW/TPU
composite before and after heating above the phase-change
temperature (tests performed at a crosshead speed of 10 mm min�1).
(b) Digital images of normal, bending and twisting deformation modes
of CC/PW/TPU at room temperature (solidified state). Contact angle
measurements of CC/PW/TPU (c) at ambient temperature (20 �C) and
(d) after heating above the phase-change temperature of PW with
corresponding images of a 2 mL droplet on the composite surface.

Table 1 Comparison of the thermal properties of previously reported
flexible PCM composites and the CC/PW/TPU composite

Composite PCM (wt%) DHm (J g�1) Ref.

PAN/PW 54.3 60.31 35
PVA/PW — 48.25 36
PVA/octadecane 15.0 4.3 37
PLA/dodecane 16.7 20.08 38
Silk/octadecane 14.2 37.58 39
PAN/isopropyl palmitate 28.0 27.2 40
PMMA/PW/CNT 40.0 58.25 41
CC/PW/TPU 49.25 93.56 This work
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behavior of neat TPU. According to the TG data, the PW content
in the composite reached 49.25%. These results show that the
CC/PW/TPU composite satises the criterion of thermal
stability required for practical applications. Moreover, the
structure stability analyzed by form-stability tests further
proved that CC/PW/TPU retained its solid state within the
working temperature range without exhibiting any leakage or
structural damage (Fig. S3†). The achieved form-stable proper-
ties can prevent damage caused by PCM leakage and can ensure
the reliable performance of CC/PW/TPU for low-temperature
applications (<50 �C)

The thermal energy storage and phase-transition perfor-
mance of the CC/PW/TPU composite was determined by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data (Table S2†). The
DSC curves in Fig. 4d show the onset melting temperature (Tm)
of PW at 34.02 �C, with a melting enthalpy (DHm) of approxi-
mately 196.30 J g�1. Neat TPU exhibited two small endothermic
peaks related to solid–solid phase changes at onset transition
temperatures of 41.37 �C and 49.52 �C with negligible enthalpy
values of 3.56 and 13.52 J g�1, respectively. The DSC heating
curve of CC/PW/TPU exhibited two transition peaks similar to
those of pure PW and TPU, with onset transition temperatures
of 34.13 �C and 48.99 �C, respectively. However, due to its low
intensity, the endothermic peak of TPU at 48.99 �C was excluded
from the calculations. The calculated melting enthalpy of the
composite (93.56 J g�1) was slightly lower than the theoretical
melting enthalpy of 96.67 J g�1 (measured from 49.25% mass
content of PW present in the composite through the TG data).
The obtained thermal energy storage density of CC/PW/TPU
(93.56 J g�1) outperformed commercially available Outlast
fabric (4 J g�1) and PW@PU microcapsules embedded in
Outlast/silk fabric (7.71 J g�1).34 Moreover, comparison with
previously reported exible PCM composites (Table 1) showed
that the thermal storage properties of exible CC/PW/TPU are
reasonably good for practical applications.

Achieving desirable mechanical properties is crucial because
pyrolysis of natural bers causes substantial loss of tensile
strength. The fragility of as-prepared CC can be subdued by
encapsulation within a polymer matrix. Fig. 5a shows that the
ultimate tensile strength of CC (0.16 MPa) was inferior to that of
bare cotton cloth (1.09 MPa) (Fig. S4†). The ultimate tensile
strength of CC was increased by the inltration of PW (0.81
MPa) and later by the encapsulating layer of TPU (1.94 MPa). A
slight decrease in the ultimate strength of CC/PW/TPU (1.41
MPa) was observed when it was heated above the melting
temperature of PW. The tensile test results indicate that the
polymer matrix of TPU had a positive effect on the tensile
properties of the composite. Additionally, the interpenetrated
TPU in the woven network of CC/PW provided satisfactory
tensile strength below and above the phase change temperature
of PW. As a result, the CC/PW/TPU composite showed excep-
tional bending and twisting deformation modes at room
temperature (Fig. 5b). Moreover, the dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) of CC/PW/TPU (Fig. S5†) recorded a loss of the
storage modulus with increasing temperature. Also, around
50 �C, the solid–solid phase change of TPU occurred to a rubber-
like elastic state. The demonstrated room temperature
J. Mater. Chem. A
exibility and mechanical robustness of CC/PW/TPU can offer
ease of installation in conned spaces and on versatile shapes
without a preheating step.

These results demonstrate the multifunctional role of TPU in
enhancing the mechanical properties of the as-prepared PCM
composites. Another important feature achieved by TPU
encapsulation is the nonwetting surface of the composite. As
shown in Fig. 5c and d, the temperature-dependent water
contact angles of the composite recorded at room temperature
and above the melting temperature range of PW demonstrated
the inuence of TPU on the surface hydrophobicity. The water
droplets showed nonwetting behavior on the composite surface
with a contact angle of around 126.5� at room temperature.
Heating the CC/PW/TPU above the phase-change temperature
range caused a slight decline in the contact angle (113 �C). The
main contributing factor to this decline can be assigned to the
continuous change in the TPU surface determined by the
temperature-dependent contact angle measurement of CC/TPU
(Fig. S6†). The nonwetting surface property of the composite
during operating conditions can widen its application scope as
a waterproof PCM fabric for thermal therapy or in e-textiles.

The electrical conductivity of any electro-driven system is
dependent on the structure and conductance of the working
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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components. A simple pyrolysis process transformed the
cotton cloth into a well-aligned and exible structure of
interwoven conductive bers for achieving high electrical
conductivity, which is typically achieved by exclusively
designing anisotropic carbon structures (e.g. graphene aero-
gel, 297 S m�1)24 for preparing electro-driven PCMs. Fig. 6a
shows a graphical display of the four-probe test measurements
recorded at room temperature. The results show that the
highly aligned and graphitic brous network of CC achieved
excellent electrical conductivity (374.14 S m�1), which consis-
tently declined in the CC/PW (342.23 S m�1) and CC/PW/TPU
(296.68 S m�1) composites due to the generated structural
changes. In addition to the conductivity measurements, the I–
V curves of CC (Fig. S7†) and CC/PW/TPU (Fig. 6b) passed
through the origin of the coordinate system, indicating non-
hysteretic ohmic behavior. The electrical conductance of CC/
PW/TPU was also demonstrated by attaching a light-emitting
diode (LED) to the composite. Aer the circuit was closed,
the LED successfully lit up in normal and bent states, exhib-
iting the good structural stability of the exible electro-
conductive system (Fig. 6c and d). The Joule heating perfor-
mance was demonstrated (Fig. 6e) by the application of step-
wise voltage (2 to 3 V). The temperature of CC/PW/TPU
increased at higher voltage as the CC generated a greater
amount of resistive heat. At 2 and 2.5 V, temperature satura-
tion was achieved, with a heating rate of around 0.13 �C s�1.
The temperature continuously increased at 3 V, and aer the
power was switched off, the temperature dropped at a rate of
0.75 �C s�1. These excellent conductive properties manifest the
potential of CC/PW/TPU for developing Joule heating devices
and as a smart platform for designing exible electronics.
Fig. 6 (a) Graphical display of the electrical conductivity and resistivity
values of CC, CC/PW and CC/PW/TPU. (b) I–V curves of CC/PW/TPU
showing its ohmic character. LED lit by CC/PW/TPU patches in (c)
normal and (d) deformed states under 3 V. (e) Temperature profile of
the CC/PW/TPU patch under stepwise voltage (2 to 3 V).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
The presence of conductive CC can be utilized to achieve
electro-driven shape memory effects in as-prepared exible
composites. The introduction of the shape-memory effect is
advantageous in PCM composites because it can overcome the
difficulties of installation and minimum surface contact with
the target material; these issues usually arise due to the rigidity
of PCMs. The exible CC/PW/TPU can effectively address these
problems because it contains different components with
distinctive physical and structural properties. The three main
contributing features of CC/PW/TPU in establishing an effective
electro-driven shape memory PCM composite were as follows:
(1) the rigidity of PW enabled shape xation, (2) the elasticity of
TPU provided shape recovery, and (3) the conductive CC
generated Joule heat under applied voltage to trigger shape
recovery. Fig. 7a illustrates the basic shape memory mechanism
of CC/PW/TPU. The composite was heated at 50 �C, manually
deformed into a temporary shape, and cooled to ambient
temperature (20 �C). Because the solidication temperature of
PWwas higher than the ambient temperature, PW solidication
simultaneously overcame the resilience force of the coated TPU
and maintained the sample in its temporary shape aer the
removal of the external force. To initiate the shape recovery
process, the sample was connected to a DC power supply of 4 V.
The Joule heat triggered the solid–liquid phase change in PW
which soened the CC framework, while simultaneously the
stored resilience force of TPU was released; this enabled the
composite to regain its original shape, with a shape recovery
ratio of almost 100%. Fig. 7b shows the rapid shape recovery in
approximately the last 15 s, as demonstrated in Video S1.†

Based on the results of excellent electrical conductivity and
good structural stability, the CC/PW/TPU composite can func-
tion as a exible electrothermal conversion system. Well-
aligned and interwoven conductive bers of CC generated
high Joule heating effects at 2, 3 and 4 V, which is evident from
the rapid rise of the time–temperature curves (Fig. S8†). More-
over, upon removal of the electric voltage, the curves dropped
quickly, indicating a high rate of heat discharge. Fig. 8a pres-
ents the electrothermal conversion performance of CC/PW/TPU
evaluated at constant voltages of 2, 3, and 4 V. At an applied
voltage of 2 V, temperature saturation was achieved, and phase-
change platforms could not be observed within the given time.
Evident and distinguishable phase-change platforms were
observed at 3 and 4 V. The charging processes of CC/PW/TPU at
3 and 4 V lasted for 150 and 70 s, respectively, which spanned
the range from room temperature to the end point of the
Fig. 7 (a) Illustration of the shape memory mechanism of CC/PW/
TPU. (b) Photographs demonstrating the rapid electro-driven shape
recovery of CC/PW/TPU to its original position.

J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 8 (a) Electrothermal conversion curves of the CC/PW/TPU
composite at constant voltage biases of 2 V, 3 V and 4 V. (b) CC/PW/
TPU patch attached to a hand functioning as a flexible heater under
2.5 V. (c) Instantaneous electric signals in response to finger-joint
straightening and bending, demonstrating the strain sensing activity of
the flexible CC/PW/TPU patch.
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melting platform. Aer completion of the melting platforms,
the temperature increased continuously, and the composite
absorbed the Joule heat as sensible heat. During the discharg-
ing process, the sensible heat quickly dissipated until a freezing
platform was approached where the composite steadily released
the latent heat energy. The discharging processes recorded from
the freezing platform to room temperature lasted for 420 and
665 s under 3 and 4 V voltage bias, respectively. The locations of
the phase-change platform in the electrothermal conversion
curves were observed to be consistent with the results of the
DSC analysis. Compared to CC, the prolonged heat discharging
of CC/PW/TPU suggests that it more readily minimizes
convective heat loss and should be preferably used as a thermal
barrier layer for wearable thermal management (Fig. S9†). The
electrothermal storage efficiencies of CC/PW/TPU at 3 and 4 V
were measured as 34.88% and 67.39%, respectively. The
increase in energy storage efficiency under a higher voltage is
attributed to the shortening of the melting process, causing
decreased heat loss from the heated composite (exposed to air)
to the surroundings. The obtained storage efficiency of CC/PW/
TPU is comparable with recently reported results for a graphene
oxide/CNTs/PEG composite (66.3% under 7 V).42 The electro-
responsive CC/PW/TPU composite can function as a exible
Joule heater for low temperature (<50 �C) thermal management
applications, as demonstrated in Fig. 8b.

Flexible strain sensors have gained enormous importance in
motion detection for developing heat-monitoring, so robotics,
and smart electronics applications. The exible conductive
structure of CC/PW/TPU was utilized as a strain sensor by
attaching the composite patch to a nger joint (Fig. 8c). The
bending dynamic test simulated by nger-joint motion exhibi-
ted sharp electrical signals with good repeatability. The change
in conductance upon nger motion was due to the stretching
and relaxation of the brous network of CC, which caused
J. Mater. Chem. A
a decrease and increase in the number of conductive contact
points, respectively. These results highlight the potential use of
the CC/PW/TPU composite as a exible platform to integrate
motion-sensing properties with electrothermal conversion for
designing smart thermoregulating wearable systems.
Conclusions

In summary, we report a facile and rational strategy to prepare
a exible phase change composite containing cotton cloth-
derived CC as a conductive supporting structure, PW as
a latent heat storage material and TPU as a protective layer to
encapsulate the PW/CC composite. The highly porous and well-
aligned brous network of CC conned the PW through its
strong capillarity. The phase change composites with PW
loading as high as 49.25% exhibited good thermal stability and
thermal energy storage density (93.5 J g�1). The form-stable
performance of CC/PW/TPU manifested the effectiveness of
the leakage-proof exible design. The bending and twisting
deformation of CC/PW/TPU at room temperature demonstrated
its exible properties without the aid of thermal activation.
Based on the test results, the mechanical and nonwetting
surface properties of CC/PW/TPU in the working temperature
range experienced an insignicant decline. The Joule heating of
the CC structure executed an electro-driven shape-memory
effect, with a shape recovery ratio of almost 100%. The
distinctive ohmic characteristics of the electro-conductive CC
were also evident in the fast charging speed of the phase change
composite, with an electrothermal storage efficiency of 67.39%
under a low voltage of 4 V. Moreover, the exible conductive CC/
PW/TPU also exhibited motion-detection properties through
generating sharp electrical signals upon nger-joint movement.
These promising results provide a future direction for designing
new exible PCM composites with thermal management and
motion sensing functions.
Experimental
Materials

TPU in pellet form (polyester-based, MH-T80, density:
1.2 g cm�3, MFI: 8–20) was purchased from the Shenzhen Fuxin
Plastic Material Co., Ltd, China. Paraffin wax was procured from
the Shanghai Joule Wax Industry Co., Ltd., China. Tetrahydro-
furan (THF) and ethanol were supplied by Aladdin Chemicals,
China. Cotton cloth was obtained from a local market.
Fabrication of the exible phase change composite

Raw cotton fabric was washed with boiled water to remove any
wax and impurities. A rectangular swatch of cotton cloth was cut
in dimensions of 80 (l) � 30 (w) mm2. The cotton swatch was
placed in a ceramic crucible and transferred to a tubular
furnace. The carbonization was carried out at a temperature
rate of 5 �Cmin�1 and a stay time of 2 h at 900 �C. The obtained
CC was washed with deionized water to remove ash and dried in
a vacuum oven at 80 �C. The swatch of CC (72.5 mg) was placed
in a Petri dish containing melted PW (72.5 mg), which quickly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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diffused into the CC via strong capillary action. A solution of
TPU was prepared in a beaker by dissolving 2 g TPU in 20 ml of
THF solvent at room temperature. The TPU layer was coated on
the obtained CC/PW composite by instantaneously immersing
and removing it from the TPU solution. The obtained CC/PW/
TPU (236.9 mg) composite was placed on a spiked platform
and transferred to a vacuum oven to remove the solvent at 50 �C.
Aer cooling the CC/PW/TPU composite to room temperature,
a form-stable and exible phase change material composite was
obtained.

Electrothermal conversion setup

The rectangular sample was connected with two copper elec-
trodes to obtain good electrical contact. Each electrode was
connected through wires with a Keithley 2450 SourceMeter
attached to the computer. The temperature measurements
during the heating and cooling processes were recorded by
attaching a temperature sensor (Pt100) to the data collection
system. The same experimental setup was used for measuring
the temperature-dependent tensile properties and contact angle
by electro-heating. The electrothermal energy storage efficiency
was measured as h ¼ mDH/UIDt, where h is the ratio of stored
heat [i.e., the total mass of PW enclosed in the composite (m)
times its enthalpy (DH)] to input the electrical energy during
phase changes (i.e., the product of the voltage (U), current (I),
and time (Dt)]. The tangential method was used to determine
the starting and terminating points of the phase changes
located on the electrothermal conversion curves (Fig. S9†). The
obtained time difference (Dt) was used in the energy storage
efficiency equation.

Characterization

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the surface
morphologies and structures of the samples were obtained by
an FEI Quanta 250 ESEM apparatus equipped with energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS). X-ray photoelectron
spectra (XPS) were recorded on an ESCALAB250 multifunction
surface analysis system with Al-Ka radiation. Raman spectra
were obtained with a DXR microscope. FTIR analysis was
carried out using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer in ATR
mode. The crystalline properties were analyzed using X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns using a Rigaku D/Max 2400 (Japan)
over a 2q range of 5 to 60� at room temperature. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to measure the thermal
properties of the PCM composites using a DSC204 NETZSCH
instrument (Germany) at a 5 �C min�1 heating rate under N2

atmosphere. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out
with a Universal Analysis TA2000 system at a heating rate of
10 �C min�1 under N2 atmosphere from room temperature to
600 �C. Contact angle measurements were taken using a Pow-
ereach (JC2000D) instrument. A Fluke TiS75 Thermal Imager
was used to record the heat distributions in the samples during
the temperature-dependent tensile strength and contact angle
measurements. The electrical conductivity and resistivity were
measured by a 4-Probe Tech (RTS-9) meter. The dynamic
mechanical properties were measured on a DMA 1 (METTLER
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
TOLEDO) dynamic mechanical analyzer. Nitrogen adsorption
and desorption analysis was conducted on a BeiShiDe 3H-
2000PM specic surface and pore size analyzer at 77.3 K.
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